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GP  4 GOOGLE SHEETS Logic in Math Spreadsheet

1. Open up google drive and then click on the waffle to find the icon for sheets
2. Go lesson 4 spreadsheets and upload Microsoft Office to your google sheets folder.
3. After it is uploaded click on the spreadsheet and the screen will say open it with
google sheets. Yes Open up this google sheets.
4. Change the name at the top to have your name and then lesson 4.
5. You will notice that most of the work has already been done for you
6. Click on Cell C4 =IF(B4=17,"Great Job","Try Again")
7. You will discover that B4=17 it is checking the result of what is typed in Cell B4.
The question for this cell is located in Cell A4 which is 12+5.
8. If the answer is correct it will turn green and say Great Job. If the answer is wrong
 it will say Try again.
9. I would like for you to modify the QUESTIONS - ANSWER – CHECK IT FOR THE
CELLS 4 through 21.
10. Change the math question in column B and then adjust the rest of that row.
 a. You may do a combination addition – Subtraction – Multiplication and
Division math problems.
 b. Please make sure they are correct have me come over to check a few of them
out.
11. Place the lesson in the shared folder for your Block.